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 (pdf) 978-3-15-981324-9 paula van de hei hep un ramanujan geometry, formalism and topology newton 14(1):1–17, august
2010 eray papa born in 1926 and died in 2009. his father was gonzalo papa, also a great mathematician, the son of paula and

murtipada vankesteyn. the second generation of the papas formed the likes of lama bacharya, who was one of the most
remarkable persons in islamic astronomy, and paula's friend aamir khan, now with aa amaan foundation. paula on the other hand

had studied literature and languages at leiden university. as she was married, she was allowed to study for a msc, which she
completed. after which she worked in the ministry of education. in 1954 she became head of the ministry's division for

experimental science, which led to her position at university of kent (the department of applied mathematics) in 1956. she
received an invitation from lama bacharya to work for the international centre for theoretical astrophysics, with a three-year
contract. paula took up the position at the institute on monday, 21 june 1957. in march 1959 she received the appointment as

senior lecturer. in november 1960 paula made history by being the first woman appointed to the islamic university of
canterbury, where she worked as a professor for four years. in 1963 she became a professor in statistics at the uk, leaving after a

year. in 1965 she was invited to the usa, to work as an assistant professor in the department of mathematics at new york
university. she remained there until 1970. but a far more prestigious position was to come. paula van de hei had received an

invitation from heisenberg to work as a mathematical physicist for the new york swiss foundation (nysf). this appointment was
made public in a letter of acceptance on 12 june 1966, from the nysf to heisenberg. this appointment was made on january 4th

1967. on march 24th, the nysf sent a letter to the royal institute of science in switzerland, to inform them that paula was its
nominee for the position of professor for theoretical physics. on may 16th, heisenberg himself wrote a letter to 82157476af
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